
ANOMALIES (01.01.99 - 31.12.99)
single event upsets:

Date reason

05/12/98 - 11/03/99

on-board software problem 
(bit-flip in address 135AD in E2PROMCOPY) caused anomaly:

intensity jumps visible in level 0 data (jumps 
occur irregular for each product, at different wavelengths and different size):

- channel II, above ~ 390 nm (to end of chan.)

- channel III, above ~ 580 nm (to end of chan.)

09/12/98 - 11/03/99

on-board software problem 
(bit-flip in address 132DF in E2PROMCOPY) caused anomaly:

intensity jumps visible in level 0 data (jumps occur irregular for each product, at different wavelengths and different size):

- channel II, above ~ 390 nm (to end of chan.)

- channel III, above ~ 580 nm (to end of chan.)

12-14/06/99 on-board software problem caused anomaly for 
Polarisation detector 2 (anomalous readouts) Orbits 21660 - 21692

patches of the on-board software: none

cooler switchings:

Date coolers off/on maximum detector warm up temperature [Kelvin]

11/03/99
15:43:20 off
20:03:16 on

FPA 1: 276.4
FPA 2: 277.1

FPA 3: 276.7

FPA 4: 277.0

23/03/99
09:46:35 off
15:23:07 on

FPA 1: 274.8
FPA 2: 275.7

FPA 3: 275.5

FPA 4: 275.7

12/04/99
06:39:39 off
11:31:04 on

FPA 1: 275.4
FPA 2: 276.3

FPA 3: 276.1

FPA 4: 276.3

14/06/99
11:52:12 off
13:27:31 on

FPA 1: 277.3
FPA 2: 278.1

FPA 3: 277.6

FPA 4: 277.9



21/06/99
01:00:13 off
11:26:44 on

FPA 1: 270.0
FPA 2: 270.8

FPA 3: 270.4

FPA 4: 270.8

21/06/99 14:34:17 off
14:47:56 on

FPA 1: ~254
FPA 2: ~254

FPA 3: ~254

FPA 4: ~254

21/06/99 16:14:54 off
16:28:33 on

FPA 1: ~255
FPA 2: ~255

FPA 3: ~255

FPA 4: ~255

21/06/99 17:55:30 off
18:09:08 on

FPA 1: ~256
FPA 2: ~256

FPA 3: ~256

FPA 4: ~256

21/06/99 19:36:05 off
19:49:44 on

FPA 1: ~257
FPA 2: ~257

FPA 3: ~257

FPA 4: ~257

21/06/99 21:16:42 off
21:30:21 on

FPA 1: ~257.4
FPA 2: ~257.4

FPA 3: ~257.4

FPA 4: ~257.4

21/06/99 22:57:17 off
23:10:56 on

FPA 1: ~258
FPA 2: ~258

FPA 3: ~258

FPA 4: ~258

22/06/99
00:37:54 off
00:51:33 on

FPA 1: ~259
FPA 2: ~259

FPA 3: ~259

FPA 4: ~259

22/06/99 02:18:30 off
02:32:08 on

FPA 1: ~260
FPA 2: ~260

FPA 3: ~260

FPA 4: ~260



22/06/99 03:59:05 off
04:10:07 on

FPA 1: ~260
FPA 2: ~260

FPA 3: ~260

FPA 4: ~260

22/06/99 07:20:17 off
07:33:56 on

FPA 1: ~260
FPA 2: ~260

FPA 3: ~260

FPA 4: ~260

22/06/99 09:00:52 off
09:14:31 on

FPA 1: ~260
FPA 2: ~260

FPA 3: ~260

FPA 4: ~260

17/09/99
01:30:53 off
12:07:24 on

FPA 1: 270.1
FPA 2: 271.1

FPA 3: 270.9

FPA 4: 271.0

17-18/11/98
16:53:02 (17/11/99) off
18:07:22 (18/11/99) on

FPA 1: 268.1
FPA 2: 269.1

FPA 3: 268.9

FPA 4: 269.1

24/11/98
13:35:46 off
18:19:17 on

FPA 1: 276.6
FPA 2: 277.3

FPA 3: 277.0

FPA 4: 277.3

list of datagaps due to anomalies or special GOME instrument operations: (For detailed information see monthly/weekly performance)

Date Orbit duration (GOME off/start of nominal operations) reason
11/03/99 20334-35 15:43:20 - 20:03:16 gap at KS, due to switch-off due to an RTM counter Out-of-limit
23/03/99 20502 - 04 09:46:35 - 13:46:44 gap at KS, due to switch-off due to an APM & RTM counter error
12/04/99 20787 - 89 06:39:39 - 09:59:08 gap at KS, due to switch-off due to an ERS-2 on-board anomaly
14/06/99 21691 11:52:12 - 11:57:13 gap at KS, due to switch-off to cure the PMD2 anomaly
21/06/99 21785-21790 01:00:13 - 09:57:29 gap due to an ERS-2 on-board anomaly
17/09/99 23045-23050 01:30:53 - 10:32:22 gap at GS-KS due to GOME switch-off

17-18/11/99 23928 - 942 16:53:02 (17/11/99) -16:17:50 (18/11/99) The ERS-2 payload was switched off (including GOME) due to preventive measures to face the Leonides storm
24/11/99 23928 - 942 13:35:46 - 16:28:23 GOME switch-off due to an ERS-2 on board anomaly

31/12/99 -
02/01/2000 24555 - 24585 11:59:56 (31/12/99) -

15:57:12 (02/01/2000) GOME was switched off, due to Y2K transition operations

Timeline Interruption (operations in static nadir view):



Date Orbit No. duration reason
28/01/99 19734 17:21:00 - 18:30:40 GOME TML 1 stopped due RA emergency switch down
18/03/99 20432 11:21:25 - 12:46:20 GOME Timeline (TML 1) stopped due to an AMI ICU Memory Test
06/05/99 21133 11:14:00 - 12:01:10 timeline interruption due to an ERS2 on-board anomaly
17/06/99 21740 21:17:00 - ~22:00 (stop time cannot be analysed due to data gap) timeline interruption (during gap time)
18/06/99 21749 11:29:20 - 12:47:57 GOME timeline 2 stopped due to payload synchronisation
17/08/99 22612 18:12:28 - 19:47:29 timeline 1 stopped
02/10/99 22612 09:23:21 - 10:43:46 timeline 1 stopped due to an on-board anomaly

14-15/10/99 23445 23:38:15 - 00:33:02 due to an on-board anomaly timeline 1 stopped due to RA recovery
15/10/99 23450 07:33:42 - 08:55:59 due to an on-board anomaly timeline 3 stopped due to RA recovery
28/12/99 24511 10:20:43 - 11:55:50 due to an ERS2 on-board anomaly GOME timeline was stopped for synchronisation

Narrow Swath Timeline GMNNOT41

Date Orbit No. Duration
04-05/01/99 19388 - 400 ~13:00 (04/01/99) - ~10:00 (05/01/99)
14-15/01/99 19532 - 545 ~14:00 (14/01/99) - ~11:30 (15/01/99)
24-25/01/99 19674 - 680 ~12:00 (24/01/99) - ~10:00 (25/01/99)
04-05/02/99 19832 - 844 ~13:00 (04/02/99) - ~12:00 (05/02/99)
14-15/02/99 19976 - 988 ~14:30 (14/02/99) - ~12:00 (15/02/99)
24-25/02/99 20118- 131 ~12:30 (24/02/99) - ~10:00 (25/02/99)
04-05/03/99 20232 - 247 ~12:00 (04/03/99) - ~14:00 (05/03/99)
14-15/03/99 20376 - 20388 ~13:00 (14/03/99) - ~11:00 (15/03/99)

24-26/03/99 20520 - 20547 ~14:30 (24/03/99) - ~12:00 (26/03/99)
executed one day longer as planned, in order to investigate the scan mirror behaviour

04-05/04/99 20676 - 20688 ~12:00 (04/04/99) - ~10:00 (05/04/99)
14-15/04/99 20820 - 833 ~13:30 (14/04/99) - ~11:30 (15/04/99)
24-25/04/99 20961 - 976 ~12:00 (24/04/99) - ~12:00 (25/04/99)
04-05/05/99 21106 - 119 ~13:00 (04/05/99) - ~11:00 (05/05/99)
14-15/05/99 21250 - 263 ~14:30 (14/05/99) - ~12:00 (15/05/99)
24-25/05/99 21392 - 21405 ~12:30 (24/05/99) - ~10:00 (25/05/99)
04-05/06/99 21550 - 21562 ~13:00 (04/06/99) - ~11:00 (05/06/99)
24-25/06/99 21836 - 49 ~13:00 (24/06/99) - ~11:00 (25/06/99)
04-05/07/99 21980 - 993 ~14:30 (04/07/99) - ~12:00 (05/07/99)
14-15/07/99 22121 - 135 ~12:30 (14/07/99) - ~10:00 (15/07/99)
24-25/07/99 22266 - 279 ~14:00 (24/07/99) - ~12:00 (25/07/99)
04-05/08/99 22424 - 438 ~15:00 (04/08/99) - ~14:00 (05/08/99)
14-15/08/99 22566 - 579 ~13:00 (14/08/99) - ~11:00 (15/08/99)
24-25/08/99 22710 - 724 ~14:00 (24/08/99) - ~13:30 (25/08/99)
04-05/09/99 22866 - 881 ~12:00 (04/09/99) - ~13:00 (05/09/99)

14-15/09/99 23010 - 881 ~15:00 (14/09/99) - ~12:30 (15/09/99)
alternating with the Pol. View Timeline

24-25/09/99 23154 -167 ~15:00 (24/09/99) - ~13:00 (25/09/99)
04-05/10/99 23296 - 309 ~13:00 (04/10/99) - ~11:00 (05/10/99)
14-15/10/99 23440 - 453 ~13:00 (14/10/99) - ~12:00 (15/10/99)
24-25/10/99 23582 - 595 ~12:30 (24/10/99) - ~10:00 (25/10/99)



04-05/11/99 23740 - 753 ~13:30 (04/11/99) - ~11:00 (05/11/99)
14-15/11/99 23884 - 897 ~15:00 (14/11/99) - ~12:30 (15/11/99)

24-25/11/99 24027;
24030 - 24039

~13:00 - 13:35:46 (24/11/99);

~20:00 (24/11/99) - ~10:30 (25/11/99)

interrupted by GOME switch-off
04-05/12/99 24170 - 24183 ~14:00 (04/12/99) - ~12:00 (05/12/99)
14-15/12/99 24312 - 325 ~12:30 (14/12/99) - ~10:00 (15/12/99)
24-25/12/99 24456 - 469 ~14:00 (24/12/99) - ~12:00 (25/12/99)

Narrow Swath Timeline GMNNOT43

Date Orbit No. Duration remark

14-15/06/99 21691 - 21709 ~11:30 (14/06/99) - 
~17:30 (15/06/99)

Narrow Swath Timeline 
GMNNOT43 executed instead of GMNNOT41 as planned

(GMNNOT43 = Narrow Swath timeline with 240 km swath, alternating with 15 min in nominal swath 960 km during operation on the night side)

interrupted by GOME switch-off and TST44 (~12:00 - ~15:00 14/06/99), GMNOT43 continued at ~15:00

Commanding Problems - Incorrect Timelines Executions

Date Orbit No. Duration remark

21/10/99 23544 20:59:00 - 22:39:37

- co-adding flags not set during whole Orbit
- Nominal Swath segment not rotating around 0 deg but around ~130 deg

- all PMD read-outs decrease significantly in intensity during Orbit

- Channel summation (1-4) intensity decrease significantly in intensity during Orbit

- 1 Command word in timeline sequence missing

11/12/99 24265 05:47 - 07:22

- co-adding flags not set during whole Orbit
- Integration Times Channel 1 mainly at 60.0 sec for Band 1A

- Integration Times Band 2A for many products at 1.5 sec

- Integration Times Band 2B for many products at 1.5 sec

- Integration Times Band 3 + 4 for many products at 1.5 sec

- 1 Command word in timeline sequence missing

Moon Measurements

Date reason remark

01/09/99

moon measurements performed 
during Orbits 22825 - 29

duration: ~16:00 - ~00:00

moon measurements were not successful as satellite was in Fine Pointing Mode (Instead of Yaw Steering)



28/11/99

moon measurements performed
during Orbits 24080 - 085

duration: ~08:00 - ~16:00

moon measurements: 08:37:48.58, 
10:20:01.19, 12:00:37.79, 13:41:14.39, 15:21:51.00

28/12/99

moon measurements performed
during Orbits 24504 - 506

duration: ~23:00 (27/12/99) - 
~03:30 (28/12/99)

moon measurements: 23:54:58.07, 
01:33:58.67, 03:30:33.87

Lamp Failures

Date reason remark

04
/01
/99

Lamp Failure (no. 9)
Orbit 19387

start of sun calibration:

11:14:23.20

Lamp Failure set, calibration lamp voltage reached only a value of ~158.8 V instead of nominally ~196 V, lamp calibr. interrupted (lamp failure flag set from 11:18:36 - 11:20:17)

23
/02
/99

Lamp Failure (no. 10)
Orbit 20103

start of sun calibration:

11:39:12.90

Lamp Failure set, calibration lamp voltage reached only a value of ~158.8 V instead of nominally ~196 V, lamp calibr. interrupted (lamp failure flag set from 11:43:20 - 11:45:02)

28
/05
/99

Lamp Failure (no. 11)
Orbit 21451

start of sun calibration:

12:16:06.55

Lamp Failure set during monthly calibration sequence;
calibration lamp voltage reached only a value of ~158.8 V instead of nominally ~196 V, lamp calibr. interrupted (lamp failure flag set from 16:49:17 - 17:08:02)

28
/05
/99

Lamp Failure (no. 12)
Orbit 21453

start of sun calibration: 
12:16:06.55

Lamp Failure set during monthly calibration sequence;
calibration lamp voltage 

reached only a value of ~158.9 V 
instead of nominally ~196 V, 
lamp calibr. interrupted (lamp 

failure flag set from 20:10:31 - 20:29:12)

29
/05
/99

Lamp Failure (no. 13)
Orbit 21462

start of sun calibration: 
11:44:27.06

Lamp Failure set during daily calibration sequence; 
calibration lamp voltage 

reached only a value of ~159.1 V 
instead of nominally ~196 V, 
lamp calibr. interrupted (lamp 

failure flag set from 11:48:42 - 11:50:27)

26
/07
/99

Lamp Failure (no. 14)
Orbit 22292

start of sun calibration: 
11:21:53.30

Lamp Failure set, calibration lamp voltage decreased to a value of ~160 V after start (nominally ~196 V), lamp calibr. interrupted (lamp failure flag set from 11:26:00 - 11:27:45)

14
/11
/99

Lamp Failure (no. 15)
Orbit 23882

start of sun calibration: 
13:25:16.00

Lamp Failure set, calibration lamp voltage reached only a value of ~159 V (nominally ~196 V), lamp calibr. interrupted (lamp failure flag set from 13:29:29 - 13:31:10)



19
/12
/99

Lamp Failure (no. 16)
Orbit 24383

start of sun calibration: 
11:46:14.74

Lamp Failure set, calibration lamp voltage reached only a value of ~159 V after start (nominally ~197 V), lamp calibr. interrupted (lamp failure flag set from 11:50:28 - 11:52:10)

Other Events

Date Orbit remark

28/01/99 19733 (~15:30 - ~17:20)

Monthly Calibration not operated like normal:
two Orbits before Solar calibr. not in Nadir Static view but nominal swath;

only one orbit in Monthly Calibration Timeline (Orb. 19733) instead of usually five

-->Monthly Calibration operations repeated correctly on day 02/02/99

21-22/06/99 21793 - 805 (~14:30 (21/06/99) - 
~10:30 (22/06/99)) due to an operational error TST44 was performed

29/06/99 21902 (03:50:25 - 05:33:27) since 29/06/99 Prince Albert EGOI data will be available in near realtime (GS identifier in the filename)

13/09/99 -
25/10/99 22990- 23602

Polar View Timeline (GMNSPT31, GMNSPT32) operations started;
scan amplitude of +/- 4.3 deg,

the polar timeline is alternating with the nominal operational timeline with 960 km swath
19/10/99 23506 start: 05:13:31 EGOIs with new enlarged window definitions, as planned, start at Kiruna Station
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